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General Vision of SANEVEC PROYECT



A Cellular Automata Agent-Based Hybrid Simulation Tool to 

Analyze the Deployment of Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

- the current occupancy level of each CS 

- the current traffic state

- predictions of intelligent algorithms

https://doi.org/10.3390/su13105421

https://doi.org/10.3390/su13105421


https://grupo.us.es/sanevec/en/proyecto-sanevec-english/
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Video



Life cycle of Electric Vehicle







Queues of Chargings Stations
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Parameters to study

There are 690 simulations (5x3x2x11x2+5x3x2)

Strategy: How do we route the car when we reach a fork in the road?

Plugging: What happens if there is an energy deficit?

Density: What happens if there are many cars?

Queues: What happens if cars can check the status of queues?



Past Cell Occupancy Weight (PCOW)

The only parameter that affects productivity but not queues!

Used to estimate times heuristically at the forks of 
the A star method



Car density.

- Time-based routing is more effective than distance-based.

- CS Queue Query generally balances out the queues.



- CS Queue Query generally balances out the queues, specially during energy

deficits, but does not necessarily improve system productivity.



-There seems to be an inherent transport (or production) capacity in the city

that is hard to surpass.

- Productivity is mainly improved by adjusting the routing parameters (PCOW). CS Queue Query’s 
impact on productivity is minor, but it provides a better average service for users.



For future research, we propose:

– Exploring the use of traffic lights to evaluate productivity (i.e., the capacity to 
increase traffic).

– Analyzing the impact of not only checking the availability of a CS slot, but also 
scheduling a reservation.

– Studying city topologies in relation to their electrification and solar panel 
setups.

– Delving into more advanced energy models instead of focusing solely on 
productivity.

– Adding a rasterization processes in order to simulate realistic city maps using 
the two-dimensional matrix proposed in this work.

– Performing simulations using real cities and not just synthetic models.



https://grupo.us.es/sanevec/en/proyecto-sanevec-english/

Thank you

Questions?

https://grupo.us.es/sanevec/en/proyecto-sanevec-english/
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